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5.1 )2@,6'H+@>+03<'(840@+1C6,@:95D'Students will be able to explain the metrics of 
human comfort, and thermodynamics.  

5.2 P,55:;4'!45:/6D Students will be able to apply passive design strategies for environmental 
control and explain how they differ from place to place according to geography, climate, 
available materials, and culture.  

5.3 G2:-1:6/'#C534@5D'Students will be able to explain basic mechanical, plumbing, fire 
protection, conveyance, and electrical systems, the ways in which they are integrated into 
building design and construction, and the ways in which they are communicated and 
represented.  

5.4 G2:-1:6/'"6;4-+?45D'Students will be able to identify the key components, metrics, and 
design of building envelopes and wall assemblies.  

5.5 I:>4U9C9-4'9+53',6,-C5:5D Students will understand how life-cycle costs are calculated and 
the influence they can have on the design process.  

5.6 #3029320,-'#C534@5D'Students will apply structural systems design principles for gravity and 
lateral loads during the design process and select systems.  

6 F:@.'P40>+0@,694'F6,-C3:95',61'#C534@5'$634/0,3:+6D'Students will be able to evaluate 
design decisions using building performance analytics and building simulations. Students will be 
able to apply knowledge gained from such analysis to the systems integration in their designs.   

6.1 G2:-1:6/'P40>+0@,694'F6,-C5:5D''Students will be able to use building performance 
analysis tools to inform design decisions.  

6.2  M,340:,-',61'#C534@5'J454,098D Students will be able to research materials and building 
systems with regards to cost, lifespan, lifecycle cost, waste, production and transportation 
costs, embodied energy and an ethic of resourcefulness.  

6.3 #3029320,-'!45:/6D'Students will be able to apply their understanding of gravity and lateral 
loads to do basic calculations and design for structural systems.  

6.4    #C534@5',61'(4986+-+/C'";,-2,3:+6',61'$634/0,3:+6D'Students will be able to 
research, analyze and evaluate established and emerging systems, technologies, and 
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)$#(RJT<'()"RJT<'F&!'J"#"FJH)'
Goal: To graduate students who are able to critically evaluate information, sources and research, 
and have a broad understanding of global architectural history and theory.  
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9.1 ):53+0C'04>-4935'?0:;:-4/4D'Students will be able to explain how histories reflect cultural 
values and priorities, which evolve over time.  

9.2 ):53+0:9,-'6,00,3:;45'04>-493',;,:-,=-4'4;:14694D'Students will be able to explain that 
histories reflect available evidence at a given moment.  

9.3 ):53+0:9,-'6,00,3:;45'04>-493',098:;,-',=546945D'Students will understand how archival 
absences play into the historical narratives we construct; it can be difficult to tell the stories 
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14.2 Students will be able to explain how real estate and business development strategies may 
differ from place to place and within communities.  

14.3 Students will be able to envision creative ways to implement design proposals by drawing 


